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The perception of "time flowing!! is one of the fundamental experiences of our reflective 
mental-life. And the sensatjon of phenomenon T1duration" seems to be primeval and not liable to 
explanation in terms of simpler words. 

However, the sensorial experience data are themselves fit for being organized into a 
successio~ th;t we call T1temporal1 1. 

From the first viewpoint, we can t hen recall t hat cases are known of people (suffering 
from Korsakoff-syndrone) who are unable to perform that ordering, and therefore practically 
prevented from any organized activity. We can add that the perception itself of Iitime 11 as a one 
-dimensional quantity is perhaps bound to the fact that our mind is equal to a sole series of ele
mentaryattention-acts, 

From the §..~cond wiewpoint, on the contrary, we can say that, if macro-objects (and our 
own bodies) were made e, g. of few molecules, we should objectively be unable to attain to such 
a temporal ordering, since the stat~sti~al laws would f ail, which assign a univocal arrow to time 
(as we'll see). To be more exact, in the case of few molecules it would be no more possible to 
describe the behaviour of p1-jysical bodies by means of macrophysical quantities (macro-ob_~erv~
,~Les) for the definition of which one must necessarily have a statistical element, which is the 
true responsible of the irrever sible dynamical evolution of such bodies (and that consequently 
assign a univocal arrow to time). 

Let us see what the contribution can be of the physical science to understanding time and 
trying to get over the famous statement by St. Augustine C'li you don't ask m 'e, I know what is 
time; but, if you ask me, I don't know it any more!!). 

~_~IM~S_~!l'fEAS URABLE QUANTITY. 

As is well-known, in physics we deal essentially with measurable entities (!! physical 
quantities "). Let us start from afar and .. as a [irst aim, investigate the properties of ~pace and 
of gp...::. ' as they appear to our immediate intuition (1. e. , as they appear in O'.lr limited, local 
space-time region): 

A) One realizes that onlyone instrument {the first one)is enough to build up ~~ce-geometry, or in 
o";her words to measure T'lengthsit, "widths" and itheigths":i. e. , a !:,od {or better ITthe rod plus 
our armst!l A. posteriori, the quantity measured by the !Trod" will be called ~e_~lI, L: it will be 
our first fundamental quantity. 

(x-) Istituto dl Fisica , Universita di Milano, Milano (Italy). 
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[sJ 
And ... owing to what is seen above , surface and volumes will have the physical dimensions 

[L21 L\d ;::[ L ~. where Maxwell's symbols have been used. 

It is interesting that our brain, when ordering the " wor ld" of OUI' sensations, distributes 
the sources of those sensations (e. g. of the tactile ones) in a three-dimensional space, that can 
be easily J'eferred to three Cartesian axes (Fig. 1). In particular, the vision mechanism itself 
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projects "outside ust! the image of a 3-dirnensi~ 
nal space , 

Incidentally. if at this point we ask that real
ity itself suggests to us a IInatural measure - unit!!, 
which fixes the scale, then we should look for a 
(first) "universal c~nstantl! with the physical di
mensions of a length. According to various Au 
thors, this " fundamenta l lengt h 'l has been sear
ched for, either at cosmol ogical (2) level, or at 
microphysical(3) level, or at u ltra-microphysi 
cal(4) level. By the way, an acceptable view in 
such a re spect (at least for th eories at a certain 
stage of approxi mation) is that different Tl[unda_ 
mental Jengt hs" m a y exist, each one c haracteri-
zing a certain 1rorder lt of phenomena. 

B lAs a second step, let us come to what we are lTlOI'e interested in; i. e. , let us build up kinema
tic~ . We now need a second instrument, the clock, whic h measures a second fundamental quanti
ty: tim~,T. In t his respect, time is nothing bat the physical quantity measured by the clock chosen . 

Notice that time is tightly bound to space, since any clock l'equires a movement (in space). 

We shall come back to the problem of choosing a clock. 

Of cou rs e, no other instuments(3), besides rod afd clock, a re required to measuring t he 
~~:-.Lved quantities , as the velocity v , where[\~ =[LT- 1 and so on . 

!::ollo~ving the exam ple passed on to us by our natural IIrepresentation mechanism II itself , 
which developed during our past biological evolution , - we now will need a four - dimensional sp~ 

ce in order to r epresent the space-time pOints (or ki nematical events); the fourth axis b eing that 
of time, of COllese. 

Slnce daily-experience brings us in touch with small speeds only, our brain found it more 
economical keeping the llgeometricalll, 3 - dimensional space separate from the one-di mensional, 
temporal one. As we know, only Special Rel ativity - when analyzing a broader exper ience field
m akes us realize the link between all the chronotopical coordinates , and ado pt a pseudo - Euclidean 
s pace - time as the Ilbackground T1 forevents (cf. Fig. 2 ). But it is beyond doubt that , should mankind 
some day come in daily contact with relativistic 
speeds , it will develop - during its future evolu-
tion - an intuitive, immediate IIrepresent ationH of 
the Minkowski chr o notopous (and a !ifutu re Kant 11 

will assign tomen the pseudo -Euclidean space-time 
as al Imental catego.!:.i ' ). 

Tn any c a se, in order to be able to sum len
gth and times in space - time, as required e. g . by 
the generalized Iltheorem of P hythagoras ll

, we need 
(see r efs. 1,4) in our theory a second universal 
constant c, t~le quantitr £. being for example a velo
city, so t hat[ ~TJ o[ L 

FIG. 2 ----
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C) If we eventually wanted to build up ~amic~. 35 our third step. then we shoul.d need a third instr!! 
ment, able to measuring e . g. either forces or masses (a tldynamometrl!, for instance). As the 
third fundamental quantity we could choose e , g. the mass, M. The most natural framework for 
mechanical phenomena would then be a five-dimensional I1spacelt(5), having for instance the fifth 
axis related to rest-mass . And so on. -----

3. - CIIOOSI"IG THE CLOCK. ----- - -------
Let us go back to t he abovementioned problem of choosing the clock. The concept of time is 

tightly connected with the variability of our (external and internal) perceptions, and then with the be
coming of reality. And time , as well as space, appears to be linked to the existing bodies, i. e. to 
t he properties of matter. For the physicsts, today, it is Obvious that even time would not exist any 
more if physical beings - and our own bodies, - subject to becoming, did not exist; because in such a 
case it should not be possible to distinguish the "before!! and the "after". According to C. D. Broad: 
tlTime consists in the "before! after TT relation among the events IT. 

We see, and we shall see, that today we are pretty fal' - as well known - from NewtonTs 
view. who believed in the existence of an "absolute, true and mathematical time, which flows e~~
!.y_ without regard to_~thing external"(6~ as opposit e to "relative, apparent and common time, wh!,
ch i~ some sensible an~ external measure of the former, by the means of motion lr(6, I). 

We mean that today physicists are still far from NewtonTs ideas, even if the belief in exi
stence of 'p!':'ivileg~c:!, "absolute" references-=-fr-;mes is growing up again in our days. The pl'ivileged 
frames would be those frames (at rest with respect to the "heaven of fixed stars TT

) in which the va
rious raciiatio.:1s, coming from far, cosmic sources, result to be isotropic(:t). 

In fact, already in the second half of the XIX century, E . Mach objected that "absolute time" 
does not possess any value, neither practical nor scientific, and consequently maintained that phy
sics cannot refer to any other time but the Irrelative" one (measured by movements). All that, of 
course, holds as well for space. And ought to be valid also at the metaphysical level, since even 
philosophycally there is no reason for extrapolating, beyond sensible reality, a strictly phenomenal 
expel'ience as that one of "duration II and forawarding to time an independent existence. 

The aptitude to temporally ordering the sense-data requires inside ourselves the capabili
ty, - besides to feel the phenomena duration (as one of the most immediate aspect of physical reali
ty),- also to compare durations one with the other, by means of a "biological, internal clock", 
and eventually to fix sensatio!ls and ratioes in our memory. (For instance, even our heart is a 
clock). It is better to speak, thus, not of time, but rather of "time intervals", or durations. Let 
us remember that measuring a time interval means to find out its ratio to a "stand-;;:~ inter
valli. 

At this potnt, the problem for physics (which is inspired by inter-subjectivity) is measu
ring durations in the way as little subjective and particular as possible. 

From time immemorial, aim of science has been measuring time by adopting suitable 
"standard durations", yielded by clocks as much indifferent to external, contingent influences as 
possible. 

It should be clear, however, that such a choice is intrinSically conventi9~al: in fact, ~ prio
ri it may be implemented by choosing any movement whatever (in general, periodic) as a clock, 
provided that it lasts indefinitely. And of course, it has then no meaning at all to ask ourselves if 
each periodic cycle of the chosen clock takes always the same am_ount of time! The main choice
-cri.!erium is that the clock allow to come to natural laws in a particularly simple form(7). 
This criterium recalls that particular aspect of Science that Mach named "intelligent economy 
of thought". Moreover, the clock must be easily reproducible, Or easily available to everybody. 

A priori, we might choose as clock the pulse-b~ating of a person P; except that such a clock 

(x) In other words, t h e privileged frames would be the ones approximately at rest with respect to 
the universe itself lias a whole ll • 
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would have the practical drawback o f beeing not reproducible, and before all it would cause num
berless physical processes to depend on the health condition of P, a gainst llie lTprinciple of suffi
cient reason", 

Jus t to avoid unnecessary complications in formulating na ture l aws, physicists have been 
continuously modifying their choice of the standard clock, passing e, g. from the Sun and planet 
motion to that one of the electromagnetic \~aves emitted by a suitably perturbed Cesium - 133 atom(::t) 
(see ref. 7). 

At his point , let us observe that, if e . g . all movements in the universe did abruptly 
slow dO\'vl1 one thousand times, the.!!. we could not notice any change (since also times shO\\fl by 
clock would have increased one thousand times). So that even spealring of such a scale change 
would not have any meaning, since the .r:..atioes between different durations would be the only mea
ningful quantities . 

Time, as well as space, does not have an existence independent of matter . We shall in
deed see that identical clocks beat different " times ll when subjected to different gravitational 
fields (whose source is just the matter). 

4. - TH E ARROW OF TIME. THE IRREVERSIBILITY IN PHYSICS(S) 

The concept of irreversibility has appeared in modern science only in relatively recent 
times (XIX century) . In fact, it was substantially absent in the work of the fo'_wding fathers of 
mechanics. This is easily understandable if one thinks that the main object of interest of mecha
nics until XIX century was the motion of heavenly bodies, in which the ideal conditions (sys
tem isolation, absence of friction, etc.) for a purely mechanical analysis are reali zed. In fact 
j)lanetary motion exibit a periodic character without any element of irreversibility , at least 
on the time scale of human observation. 

Only the development of thermodynamics of continuous systems, by the study of macro 
scopic bodies with the size of the objects of our daily life, introduced the concept of irreversi
bilitr 8) in scientifically precise terms . The second principle of thermodynamics led to the con
cept of entropy, introduced by Clausius as a "measure of transformability ll of "a system it, 
"entropy", increases in i rreversible transformations (roughly speaking , the entI· opY is a measure 
of the disorder)' 

The evolution of physics and chemistry from t he end of XIX century onward s has led successivel: 
to a deep investigation of the phenomena which occur at microsco pic level, both atomic and subatomic. 
In such phenomena we find some elements of irreversibility, as the decay of the radiactive nuc lei 
or the violation of the time reversal invariance in "wea k I! interactions . Such small irr eversibility 
can perhaps suggest(9), - as we shall see - th at in !Tweak interactions" even subatomic particles 
behave as compos ite obj ects and not as elementary bodies, Even if, however, those phenomena 
may not forward a clear tendency (which is a characteristics of macro-system) t o well det ermin e d 
equilibrium state. 

In any case, irreversibility remains the main aspect of the .macroscopic phenomenology. 

lience, irreversibility may be considered as a typical and unavoidable characteristic of 
macroscopic phenomena. It may be a nalysed in a precise way as it follows( 1 0): 

I~) An isolated macroscopic body tends to a condition of equilibrium, in which it remains as long 
as it is undis t urbed by external influences. In this approach to the equilibrium state, the system 
forgets almost completely its initial state. In fact , the final condition of equilibrium depends on 
the initial state only ~~ very few thermodynamically_relevant parameters (the mean energy per 
unit volume, the mean density, etc. ); 

(x) For instance , in 1964 the XX General Conference. on Weights and Measures defined as one se
cond the time interval during which 9 , 192,631,770 waves are emitted of the electromagnetic 
radiation produced in the t ransition between two cer tain energy levels of the iperfine structure 
of Cesium-l33 fundamental state . 

- " a J l 
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I~) A macroscopic body, not isolated but subjected to external influences (thermal bath, external 
forces, etc, ) tends to a statio:1ary state dependent on external actions (e. g. on the temperature 
o.~ the bath); 

II) The approach to the equilibrium state or to the stat ionary state cannot be reversed in time. 
Ruoghly speaking, a time evolution cannot be realized in which the state of th e system at -;ti
me t 1> to is more far from equilibrium that the state of the system at time to' 

Of course, fluctuatio:1s of the system around equilibrium are always possible. However, 
such fluctuations are in general extremely small on a macroscopic scale. 

V/ith the enunciation of the p"'inciples of thermodynamics, the problem naturally arose 
of connecting them with the laws of mechanics. Tn fact, it was generally eccepted the opinion that 
material bodies are formed by a very la.!:,ge num~e~ of elementary constituents ("atoms"). Then 
o~e sho'Jld be able to deduce the whole phenomenology of the TTheat II from the atomic motions, whi 
ch are quite naturally assumed to obey the same laws of dynamics as macroscopic bodies. This 
is the programme of the so-called kinetic theory, which Maxwell and Boltzmann (above all) began 
and developed. 

From such a point of view. the mathematical interpretation of the tt§.!lcond Principle 1T of 
thermodynamics was rather harder and originated a discussion which has been lasting till our 
days . 

Boltzmann studied the dynamics of dilute gases and from the analysis of the binary colli
sions of particles deduced his equation describing the time-evolution of the joint distribution of 
position and velocity of the particles . 

The most interesting consequence of the Boltzmann equation i s the possibility of defin
ing a quantity which alw~ incr~ during the time evolution of the system, for any initial 
condition (H - theorem) ; such a quantity can be immediately associated to the entropy of the sys
tem. From the H-theorem it follows that the distribution of position and velocity of t he particles 
tends to an equilibrium configuration. 

However t he Boltzmann equation is not a consequence only of the laws of mechanics, but also 
of the hypothesis of "molecular chaos"( tTStosszahlansatz "), which amount~ to assume the ~ost com~l!:. 
te uncorrelation between the positions and the velocities of any two parhcles before theIr scatterIng. 
The TTmolecular chaos" is purely statistical hypotesis, quite independent of the laws of dynamics. 

Some objections were raised to Boltzmann's analysis, when the necessity of the presence of 
the statistical element in his deduction had not yet been recognized. The first objection consists in 
the so-called "Loschmidt 1 s paradox": Loschmidt said that if the "entropy associated to Boltzmann. 
equation increases in the direct motion, it must necessarily decrease in the inverse motion, which 
is in contrast with Boltzmann's H-theorem". 

Another paradox of Boltzmann equation was indicated by Zermelo. In fact, a theorem due to 
Poincar~ says that for a spatially limited system the motion of its representative point in phase
-space or in suitable spaces is "almost periodica}1l. Roughly speaking, this means that the system 
goes repeatedly back as near as we want to its initial state. The "period n characterizing this 
phenomena is astronomically long for a macroscopic system. HQwever, this theorem contra
dicts the H-theorem according to which the system reaches an equilibrium state, in which it re
mains for ever. 

.. 11 ~oschmidtrs and Zermelo's paradoxes point out in the clearest way the "problem of irreversi 
blllty , 1. e. the problem of reconciling the irreversible character of macroscopic physics with -
the fundamental reverslbili.!,y of dinamical laws ruling the motion of the atomic constituents of the 
system. ----

A convincing explanation of the mentioned paradoxes has been given only in recent times 
by developing a theory of macro-systems,starting from their atomic composition and on the ba
sis of the so-called generalized "Master-equation formalism". In such a formalism the macro
copic description of a large system is perfor~ectthrough suitable macroscopic variables (named 
" . d" . bl ) .c~arse-gr.ame van a es , obtained by averaging - over an infinite number of values-the quan-
tItles relatIve to the system single atoms taken at different times; so to introduce a time-interval 
LIt which is long at the microphysical level. 

- " t.lJ ..... 
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Inother words, in the macroscopical description , " value of a physical quantity at time t i l 

means actually a time-average over a great number of states so that - even if in its own evolu
tiO!l the system strictly approaches the initial microscopi.cal state several t imes (as required 
by Poincare theorem) - nevel"thel ess the system itself will displ ay an irreversible m acroscopical 
behaviour: in the sense that the time-averages over the abovementioned interval L1 t will always 
be independent of the initial conditions. 

F rom the preceding considerations it is clear t hat the notion of the Iltime
lT 

J at which the 
physical qll:;J.!ltities of a system are given, is different according to whether we deal with a micro
scopical description of the system (i. e. by means of physical -quantities associated with single a 
toms) or we deal with a mac rosc opical description (L e. by means of gl obal -quantities associa
ted with t he whole system, so as for instance the "thermodynamical" quantities) . 

3. - ARROW OF TIME AN D COSMOLOGY. 

It is interesting to notice that the Poincar~ ls ll r ecurrence theorem ll - which yielde d one of 
t h e well kpO\vn paradoxes of statistical mechanics for ordinary bodies - mi ght on the contral"] 
be considered as showing a way for allowing our u ni verse (whi ch is probably a confined sy 
stem(ll~ to under go successive phases of expansion and con t raction , according to t he well kr,own 
llbig _bangll theory. 

We are partic ularly interested to t hi s point , 
~ecm!.~~ for assigning an arrow to time{l2). 

since t he cosmic evol ution forwards to us a 

Before go ing on, let us recall the following informations. The presently known for ces in 
nature a r e four(ll), here listed together with t heir relative strength and together with their ch a
racterist ic !j.me du ration~ (the latters behavitlg as inverse power of t he formers): 

Force Fields Slre~~ Duractions (sec) -------

r Stro'lg interactions (short range) 10 
-23 

) electromagnetic " (long " JO- 4 - 19 
(I) 

10 

10- 13 -10 
weak " (short " 10 

g ravitational " (long " -40 +1 7 
JO 10 

Let us underline th at the characteri stic time of an object decaying through gravitational 
interactions is 10 17 seconds , i. e. about 3 x 109 years . 

Now, l et us build up a very simple cosmological mOdel(l3), which apparently a ccord s with 
the big-bang t heory, and which will provid e us with the second way to give time an arrow. 

L et us consid er th e spatial part of our universe, and suppos e it to be finite. Then, t he 
simplest hypotheSiS is imaging it with constant, positive c ur vature! apart from possible local 
deformations. We are thus l ed to a 3 -d imensional spherical hyper -surface , embedded i.1 a four 
dimensio'1al (Euclidean),outer, 1!abstract ll space, whose fourth Cartesian-axis we shall call the 
"abstract - coord.inate" axis. 

Our universe in then the llsur~cell of a hyper-ballon, which start ed with a radius Ro ~ 0, 
is expanding untill a maximal radius R, and then will contract again to Ro ~ O. If the gal axies 
are like dots on t he ballon hyper - surface, then during universe expansion t hey will recede far 
away fro:11 each other . All the pOints of the universe are equivalent; the lIcenter ll of the universe 
belongs to the abstract space , and not to the universe itself. 

Moreover, the fact th at the older the detected gal axy-image is, the faste r the galaxy 
appea rs to move , suggests that the speed R (t) is decreasing with time. 

- 3' t.I • 
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In Fig. 3 we sketch tlte possible trajectory of the light carrying on old image of galaxy A 
to observer P. Of course P will deem the 
light to come from AI, since every ohser 
ver will see everything "projected" onto
his !..angent~~ (extrapolation of his 
local, nat space), Cf. also ref. (2) , 

Since in its expansion t he univer
se is slowed dawn by its own gravitation, 
roug!~~akiI!.g we can assume its ra
dius R to change with time in this way(:t) 

(2) 
1 2 

R~vot-2at • 

where the initial speed Vo will remain the 

A 

maximal speed (in the abstract space) , and FIG. 3 
can be assumed to be the .!!ght-speed. co-

p 
tan (!nf ~ ClC ~ of ? 

R( t 2) 

espc.f'ld;ng 

t.I",ve.r.se 

at that time. We shall assume moreover Co 1.0 be not far from the present-time light - speed , c. 

The maximal radius R = R (f) will satisfy (if co"'; c: see eq. (9!?J in the following) the rela-
tiOl"} : 

(3) 

whence: 

(4) 

i. e . 

said 

(5) 

1 
R~ct-- ct"'!!! 

2 
" 2R 

c 

If the negative acceleration, - ~, of R=R(t) in the abstract space is due - as previously 
to the gravitational effect of the universe-mass M on itself, then (see Ref. (13)): 

_ GM 
a::::. - 2 ' 

R 

where G is the gravitation universal constant . But, s i nce 
2 __ c "'" 1 c 

a - I -'2 Ii ' 

then - in accord with Mach's Principle - it is(+): 

( 6£) 

1 
G:::::' -

4 

3. 
c t := ! 
M 2 

2-
c R 

M 

(xl Strictly speaking, the negative ecceleration, - a, is a function of time. Since the universe pre
sently-evaluated age is just lOlOyears, we can -;'ssume our universe to be not far from its max
imal expansion (R~R); and eq. (2) to hold at least in a certain range of values R'~R(t)=R -.6R~R~R. 
where now vO=VO(t')~C. In thi s last case, we can n·ow assume that vo(t ' ) is not far from the 
present - time light-speed. See ref. (13). 

(+) Rel ation (6~) does not mean that G grows with time, since T and R are (maximal-expansion) 
constants. 



(,a) 

( 7b) 

R -= 2G 1\[ 
') 

c-

4GM 

c 3 
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Our model , though yer'y rough, fonvards acceptable results. For instanc'e, using as input
-datUl11 only the universe mass, estimated(13) to be about (1040 )2 times the proton-mass, we can 
derive the maximal universe-radius 

and the unh'ersc expansion time: 

(7,=,-) 
10 

t:::!'"lO years, 

in full accord as we can see - with the estimates of modern astophysics fo r our universe and 
age(*). Or, viceversa, by using as imput only universe expansion-time, t, we can immediately 
derive not only the universe expansio:1-radius, H, but also the correct univers e mass, M. More
over, let us underline that eq. (7a) yields for the universal maximal radius,R, exactly the uni
verse ! lS~hwartschild radius" 2GM/c 2, as though O'..l.r universe were a black-hole (or better a 
confined " w hite_hole ll (13)) in 3-dimensions. 

Our p~evious cosmological model is interesting for us not only since it allows der i ving 
e . g. the universe age (from universe mass and t he value of gravitation constant) , but also for 
the following reason. Owing to the fact that, during expansion, R = R(t) is an increasing func
tio') of t, we could choose the axis R(t) as the axis of a certain IIcosmological time"'t" = R/ co; 

We can thus inter~ why we can stop our movement in space, but not our "movement!1 
in time (i. e. along the Ilabstract " radial axis). Moreover, the cosmic expansion gives time an 
arrO\~~ We have therefore met a seco'1d (cosmological) way - besides the statistical one - for 
assigning an arrow to time. 

Those two differently defined "arrows II have been shown to coincide, and have been traced 
back to o')e and the same origin. But, here, we confine ourselves merely to quote refs. (12) about 
this quesho:1. 

dinate 
by the 

Our suggestion to consider the "abstract", fourth dimension of our model as a time - coo.!' 
(except for a multiplicative constant with the physical dimensions of a speed) is supported 

following considerations: 

a) Eq. (7a) , as we noticed, reveals that in our four-dimensional model the universe maximal ra
dius is equal to its IISchwarzschild radius ll (as calculated, however , in a th ree-dimensional space): 
Therefore, the univel"se expansion contraction theory (which :0deed requires even photons to go 
back to the initial singularity, after that expansion is finished) suggests for the u niverse a parti
cular motio., lIinside a black-holell, where the expans...!:.on C\vhite-h61el! rhase) turns into collapse 
(tlblack_hole 't phase) as soon as the maximal radius R = RS is reached 13) . 

Even if some problems are of course left unsolved on this respect, nevertheless we can 
now recall that, inside a black-hole, tha radial coordinate does actually play the role of a time. 
In other words, during the expansion phase the universe might behave as the interior of a IIwhite
holel!, and during contraction as a black-holels ,0teriot,.13) 

Therefore, our impossibility to stop our motion along the time axis would simply become 
the well-known i mpossibility of stopping the motion al ong the radial coordinate inside a black-hole. 

b) Let us co~sider two different observers A and B. 

(x) We thus predir:t, 
=10- 29 g/cm 3, 

3 3 - 26 3 
incidentally, that t he mean density in the cosmos is p:::;;: M/ (c t ) ~ 1 0 Kg/ m 

I"U r) po. 

d u . 
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If BOA:: P ,then during the universe expansion they will appear to move each far away from the 
other along a straight line with the speed 

(8) u(t) = 

which reads 

(9~) u(t) ~~c 

dR 

dt 
~ ~ (c at), 

o 

as soon 35 we ~d0e.!:.. the physically self-clear iden tification: 

c=c - at::::!R 
o 

Eq . (9~) tells us that the light-speed is the cosmos ex panSion-s peect\13i in the abstract space, 
Since observer A considers only his own "tangent space!! as physical 2 {and necessarily 1'projects!! 
onto it all his observations),he will find that his interval dRl -:: dR corresponds, in observer B 
frame, to [d't'l == d-r] -

(10) 
dR

I 
dR

I 

if, as usual , p .~. 1, then: 

d ' l 

( d"2'" I 2' 
'J 1- ~ 

(11) ) 

\ ~ = !!.~t) 
Analogous ly J by defining 

.-, 
d(AB) 

(12) u (.) = ct. 

we would get 
d. 

I 

(13) 
----:-T 1\ 1- {J , 
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\ 

I ~ = 
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iiI-sin ~ 

~ ~ dR 
d. ~~ Co 

( ~ « I) 

d~ 
I 
-y 
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In cO'lclusion, by considering the "abstract coordinate lt RIco as a "cosmological time" 1: , we have 
derived that it actually transforms according to IILorentz - transformations" when going from our fra
me to another frame in the relative motion due to cosmic expansion. If the angle {J (see Fig. 4) is not 
small, then we are led to the 
n~I~~E.alized Lorentz transfor
mations!! 

d'l 
d"2 = I 2=-

\11- s in ~ ( 14) 

~ = ..'!i!L ~ ..'!l ~ 
C C 

o 
for passing from one galaxy to 
another, ~I galaxy . 

A.A(t); A'=A(t.d') 

11 _ 1l (tl; S' = B(t,dt) 

FIG. 4 

__ ,. .. r 

.JJ 

"R(L)-C t_.J.~t' 
-. 2 

BB' =AR ' %d.R.=.coc!"t':::. 

;::. c .. dt -~t cit 

d-r = ~(I (c .. -"t)dt 
Po _ u 

,- c.-at 
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Of course, when reached the maximal expansion, the universe will start collapsing: the 
arrow of time will inverte a nd, in a certain sense, time will start flowing backwards to t h e 
starting point. 

Before closing this seetio;}, let us emphasize that our simple model yields the " Hubble 
law!! - as expected - with an !!llubble const.ant!! close to the value usually derived by astrophysic
ists. Namely, from eqs. (8), (9): 

and from the expression of the distance d(t) of two observers A,B 

d It) = d = P'Rlt) ~ PR, 

O'le gets immediately the Hubble law: 

(15::0) u=II~)d , 

with the lIubble constant 

(15~) 
c 2 10 -I 

H " R~t "l 10 years) , 

as follows from eqs. (4). 

6. - TIME-REVERSAL AND ANTI-~TATTER . 

.lJ we well consider the becoming of physical real ity, we realize lhaL lite 'Iworld lt of our 
sensations initially refers - rather than to objects - to events, which need a temporal (bes ides 
spatial) localization . Nevertheless, the analysing acti vit;"ofOur 'mind decomposed the "space _ti_ 
me" distance between two events into a(3-dime:1sional) space - component and a (one-dimensional) 
time-component, mostly because of the fact that the structure itself of our senses and of our 
scientific devices lIcompelsll the above four-dimensional lIdistancell to break in those two com
ponents. 

Now, Special Relativity - following previous observations - has clarified that the space 
and time distances separating two events are not independent of the inertial observer consider ed, 
but vary according to his kinematical state. 

Einstein, in 1905, overcame such a lIrelativity", by teaching us how to reconstruct the 4-
dimensional distance, Lls, between the two events under consideration: 

LIs =t!L1 } + 
2 2 2 2 

L1y + LI z - c LI t 

calculated by a generalization of the Phythagorean theorem, from the space and time meas ures 
taken by any inertial obesrver. The chronotopical "distance" Ll s is an abs~~ute quantity and does 
not depend !!.l2l.~ore on the observer J even if space separation and time separation between t h e 
two events do. (Incidentally, t he Relativii y theory should be better named 11Absolutivity theory!I!). 

It is really this very important fal that definitely suggests to us the 4 - dime nsional "kine 
matical space" as a more suitable framework for event ordering, a framework where space and 
time are merged and interdependent in a physically and mathematically clear way. Following F. 
Severi, we want to stress that the !:.elativi~ of space and of time measures is possibly born from 
the "violence" done by our measure instruments to the chronotopical distance between two events so 
that it splits in one part measurable by clock and in another part measurable by rod. On the contra
ry, if we trace back - by means of reasoning - to the actual four-dimensional Ildistance", we fi nd 
again "absolute" quantities. This fact, let us say, is analogous to what happens in Quantum Mecha
nics: Since, there, our measuring apparata "force" the unintuitive sub-atomic entities to behave 
either as an (intuitive) particle, or as an (intuitive) wave, here Heisenberg's "Uncertainty correla-
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tiOllS IT originate. But if we, through out" T'uncertainlidata, attain to build up the Itwave-functiontl 
mathematically describing the uninluitive subatomic entity under consideration, then we get the 
dete['minism restored: In fact, once the state function 1p (to) is known, we can find out the 
state function V'(t) at any successive time t (provided that the Itforces" acting on the subatomic 
object are known). 

Even today, the best background for analysing the fundamental aspects of time is still that 
of' Special Relativity (SR) . Thi s theory is based on t111~ee fundamental postulates: 

1. fhe Pl'inciple of Relativity: "Physical laws of Mechaincs and Electromagnetism are co-
variant (=invariant in form) when going from an inertial observer to 
another inertial obser ver " . This postulate is inspired to the observation that all the inertial frames, 
in uniform straight r elative-motion, should be equivalent (it) , since no one of them ought to be pri
vileged. 

\Ve can firstly observe(+) the following. In order the check the validity of the Principle of 
relativity for a certain physical law , we must first state the transformation formula performing 
the transition from an inertial frame ~ to another frame ~', endowed with uniform, straight mo
tion relative to s; and then verify that - under application of the transformation formulae - the 
physical law co;sidered-;;;aintains the same form (i. e. , is !Tcovariant" with respect to those tran~ 
formations). In SR the transformation laws, for the passage from s to 5'. are known to be the 
!TLorentz-transformations", which substituted the Galilei-transfo-;maUons holding in classical 
physics. 

To establish the "Lorentz-transformations" some assumptions are of course necessary. 
For instance: 

a) hypothesis of~~eed invariance: light signals in vacuum travel rectilinearly, with the same, 
co~stant speed c:::! 2. 997930 x 108 mls at any instant of time, in all direction, for all inertial obser
vers; 

b) hypothesis of motion reciprocity: given two inertial obser vers ~, ~~ if ~ sees ~'to move with ve." 
locity if, then !'see ~ to move with velocity - U. 

From the cO:1ceptual viewpoint, it appears that the passage from a reference frame s to ano
ther frame S' is an operati on that should better be independent of the assumption of the "princi
ple of relativity". But most Authors indeed prefer to get the Lorentz transformations (and in general 
the relativistc kinematics)also fro:n the !1Principle of Relativity" itself. In such a case - which we 
shall adopt in the following - the two previous hypotheses a) and b) about light-speed invariance 
and motion reciprocity can rather be substituted by the second postulate alone: 

2. - "Space_time in homogeneous and space isotropic": From the second postulate the con 
servation laws of energy, impulse (-kinetical momentum) and angular-momentum follow, which are 
well verified by experience. 

Notice that, in this context , the hypothesis of light-speed invariance is no more necessary, 
since it can be derived(l4) from the Principle of Relativity and the second postulate. 

As we have seen, the natural framework of SR (=Special Relativity) is the fou r-dimensional, 
~eudo -Euc1~dean space-time. In such a geometrical description, the "Lorentz transformations" 
(bringing the physical quantities referred to the reference frame ~ into the corresponding quantities, 
referred to a reference frame S' in uniform, rectlinear relative-motio'1 with speed u) have the 
geometrical meaning depicted in Fig. 5, where only two dimensio!1s are for simplicity cO";1sidered. 

(x) For a formal definition of "equivalence" of two reference frames, by using symbolic logic, se 
Ref. (9), where also the distinction between laws and descriptions is discussed. 

(+) On this point, we are for the moment following the philosophy by A. Palatini: in Enciclopedia del
le matematiche elementari (Hoepli Pub. ,Milano, 1950). This phylosophy is developed in detail, 
e . g .• by P. Caldirola: in ref. (I). (Part II). 
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F i nally let us underlirle the following, important pOint. 

If we want - as we do - to avoid information transmissio'1 into the past, a Third Postulate 
is however necessary: 

.4 
t' 

/ 

/ 
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/ 

/ 

/ 

/ x' ~ ~/ <l \ 

I X .. 

F IG. 5 

a) 
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fi\ 
N 

t . 

b) 

FIG. 6 ----
3. - Principle _of Retarded Causalit~c For every observer, ~auses chronologically precede 

their own effects (for the definitions of Ilcauses" and "effects" , see the fol l owing), This ITThird Po 
stulatt:: ca~-be also called " Pri~!e of Reinterpretati~or the reasons we shall see , and it will 
be shown to be equivalent to assuming that tlnegative - energy partides travelling forward in time do 
~~ exist; and physical signals are transported only by the objects that appear as carrying positive 
eilergy" (this last form being quite clear within information theory). 

The i!!!.£ortant..£2.int is that from "Postulate 3" existence of anti-rnatter.:.._~_an be (and will bel 
inferred. ----

Before going on, let us notice incidentally that postulate 3 is a fundamental hypothesis of 
ours (in full accord with statistical terrnodynarnics and with information t heory), but a priori is 
not logically necessary(,tH15). In fact :{i) Let us suppose t hat a statistical cor r elation exists bet
~n two series of events, i n the sense that e. g . each second-series event happens about 1 second 
before a first - series event (see Fig. 6). Such a statistical correlation will be called a "causal con 
nection lt

; (ii) Let us now suppose that first-series events are the "independent" ones, in the sense 
that we make them occur, e. g . , at i n stant c hosen by consulting r andom -values tables (maybe pro 
duced by a remote computer , having no r easonable relation with t h e events considered) . Suc h 
events will be called the Itcauses"; (iii) The second-series events will be cail e d the "dependent II 
ones in the causal correlation defined at paint (i). They will be said to be the "effects "; (iv) One 
may therefore conclude, from the above definitions, that in this case effects do chronologically 
procede their own causes (Fig. 6). To conclude the present digression (that has no relation at all 
with wh at follows!), let us shed some light, on the possibl e nature of our difficulties in c onc eiv
ing effects chronologically preceding thei r causes , by reporting the following anectode(15), which 
does not involve present prejudices. For ancient Egyptians(I5, 9), who knew only the Nile its tri
butaries, which all flow from South to North, the meaning of the word "South" coincided with the 
one of "up-stream" , and the meaning of the word 11Northil coincided with the one of IIctown - stream ll

• 

When Egyptians discovered the Euphrates, which unfortunately happens to flow from North to 
South, they passed through such a crisis that it is mentioned in the stele of Tuthmosis I , whic h 
tells us about 11that inverted water t hat goes down-stream (i. e. towards the North) in going up
_stream"(15,9), 

(*) Notice explicitly that the following digression has nothing to do with what preceds and with 
what follows ! 
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Let us now come back to our IIThied Postulate It, and considel" Fig. 7 (where for simplicity 
a two-dimensional space-time id depicted) . When we are in the position x = 0 at time t = 0 , we 
usually incline to consider' as !1 existing ll all t he x-axis events. However. if another inertial obser 
Vel", 0', moving along the positive x-axis, over us at x .= 0, at the same time t = 0 he will tend to 
consider as "existing" all the x'-axis events. Therefore, if we want to be able to start discussing 
and exchanging informations with him, we 'must firstly consider all chronological even ts to lI exist" 
(at Jeast the ones outside the past/future zone of the light-cone). Then, nothing a priori prevents 
event A influencing event B backwards in time. 

E 

/ " 
/ " 

/ " 

mefric ( .... ---- ); c-i 

£ .... ± \1 p2 +m: 

" ~ 

-- ----

FIG. -7 FIG. - 8 

Exactly to forbidding such a possibility, we introduce the "Third Postulate" (or !tRIP" = Rein
terpretation principle). One point is that, since we lIexplorell the Minkowski space-time going forward 
in time (along the direction determined by termodynamics and by cosmological evolution), any obser
ver will see the event B as the first one and the event A as the last one. Moreover, it has been 
shown in ref. (9) thelt an ob~t going backwards in time (Fig. 7) corresponds in the space dual of the 
£hronotoplcal one.!_~. e . in the four-momentum space (Fig. 8). to an object carrying negative eneElQ':.:. 
And, vice - versa, changing the energy sign in one space correspo'1ds to change the sign of time in the 
other (dual) spacebt), (9). 

Then , it is easy to convince ourselves that those two paradoxical occurrences (negative energy 
and motion backwards in time) will be reinterpreted in a quite orthodox way, by any observer, when 
they are - as they actually are - simultaneous, 

Namely, let us suppose (Fig. 9) that a particle P, with negati~ energy and e, g. Charge(+) - e, 

travellin g bar::k~~rd~ in time, is emitted by A at time tl and absorbed by B at time t 2< t 1, Therefore, 
at time t2' o1:Jject A IIloses!! negative energy and charge - e 1. e, gains negative energy and charge 
+e. And , at time t 2< t

1
, object B !tgains!t negative energy and charge -e, 1. e, loses positive energy 

and charge +e. In fact, emission of negative quantity is equivalent to absorption of positive quantity, 
and vice-versa . The physical phenomenon here depicted will of course appear to be nothing but the ex
changeho~Bto A of a (standard) particle Q, with E.~sitive energy, charge +e , and travelling for-

(:t) The same is true in Quantum field theory. For example, if 

I(~, E) = 1/ (21t}2 J frX, t). exp [i p. it - i E tJ . d 4x, then: 

(16) lep, -E) 1/(2,.2 F(i, -t). exp [i p.~ - i E Q . d 4
x . 

(+) Here and in th~ following,"charge!imeans any additive charge. Cf. Refs. (9). (16). 

- . ,.. 
iJ '1 v 
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FIG. 9 ----
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We have , howe\'er, seen that Q has the opposite charge of P; this means that our !'reinter 
p~etatio'l pro~edllre" operates - among t he other - a lIchal·g~.9njug~tiontl, C. A closer inspection 
(see refs. 9 ,16) of the " RlpTi (reinterpretation princ iple) tells us that indeed Q \\li11 appear as the 
Ant i particle of P: 

(17) Q=P 

We are meaning that the CO!lCept of antimatter is a p~Jrely relativistic one; and that , on the 
bas is of the double sign (Fig. 8): 

(18) (c = 1) 

the existence of antiparticles could have been predicted since 1905, exactly with the properties they 
actually showed to have when later discovered; provided that l'eCO'lf'S e to the "reinterpretation prin
ciple!! had been made(:t). 

We therefore mean that t he point of the 10\~ hyperboloide-sheet in Fig. 8, - since they COI'

respond not only to negati!€ energy but also to motion backwards in time, - represent the kinematic al 
states of the antip~!:ticle P (of the particle P represented by the ~ hyperboloid-sheet) . 

Notice explicitily that our "Third P ostulate" (ITR l plt) not o!11y asserts that we can reinterpret 
any negative energy o'Jject P (travelling backwards in time) in terms of its a-nti-object P going the 
apposite way (endoweed with positive energy and travelling fonvard in Ume)' but also that we must 
apply that reinterpretatio:1. In fact it requires, as we said, that ' Iphysical signals are transported
.s:~ by o1:Jjects travelling forward in time, or ,equivalently, 0:11.1. by positive energy objects!'. 

It is now clear that our Reinterpretatio'1 Princi ple, by eliminating any information transmis
sion into the past, implements the validLty of the law of retarded causality ("causes I~'p_en befo r e their 
own ~ffec~"). Let us o1:>serve that the reinterpretation procedure exchanges the r61es of ~urce and 
detector, and that -with reference to Fig. 7 - every observer will deem B to be the source and A the 
detector of the (reinterpretet) antiobject P. 

ilere we want to add the following: our "Third Postulate" allows of course solving also the para
doxes connected with the fact that many physical problems admit, besides standar d , !Tretartedl! solu
tiO'1S, also "advanced solutions": such It advanced solutions'1 merely represent antiparticles travelling 
~~e opposite way(9 , 16). For instance, if l\Taxwell's equations admit solutions in terms of outgoing (polari 

Lt) The first interpretation of antiparticles as (lower hyperboloid) points moving backwards in time 
with negative energy was given by E . C. C . StUckelberg: Ref. (17), in 1941. 
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photons of helicity A = +1. then they will admit also solutions in terms of incoming (polarized) 
photons(9)of helicity ). = -1. 

All these considerations assume a more compact form when we allow room also for Sue.~
-luminc:!- frames and for tachyons, so to consider all space-time rotations {for 0< a ( 2rr : see 
Fig. 5) as (s.eneralize.9) Lorentz transforr:nations. In this connection , let us explicitly emphasize 
that it is possible to extend Relativity so as to consider faster-than-light objects and referen ce 
frames without_violating the pri!:ciple o f r et~r cl ed ~au sality(9, 16) . Namely, it is enough to start 
fr om the 8boveseen th r ee Postulates, wit hout assuming ~rio.£~ I vi ~ c. The Reinterpretation 
Principle (i. e, our Third Postulat e ) will then be sufficientffi to solve all causal paradoxes. Let 
us moreover remember that also the consideration of 1textended Relativity ll(9) - especially when 
applied to relativistic quantum mechanics - prompts us with a five-dimensional(18)(at least) spa
ce-time as the be~ background for Mechanics theories . These points will be possibly discuss ed 
on another occasion; presently, let us simply refer to refs. (9,16); and mention the following point. 

7. - ON Tm~E-REy_ERSAL (T), AN D THE "CYT-THEOREM". 

If we extrapolate usual Lorentz transformations (LT)for angles /aJ>45° (see Fig. 5, where 
for simplicity we considered the two -dimensional case), i. e . considering also tachyonic reference 
frames, we are led to a new grou p, G , of "Generalized Lorentz transformations" (GLT),which 
CO'1stituite all the rotations in Minkmvski space-time for O~ a ~ 360°. In particular, for a = 180~ 
we get the total-inversion, - 1l (or strong - reflection). Requiring physical laws covariance under 
the generalized group G of Lorentz transformations implies in particular covariance of physical 
laws under t he operation 11. By applying at this point the Third Postulate, it is possible to show 
(see refs. 18,16,9) that: 

( 19) - t = CPT. 

We can thus derive the theore~ that: Physical laws, which do not violate the postulate of relativity, 
must be left invariant in form by changing time t into -t (Time t-R eversal, T), any additive charge e 
into -e (Ch~rge - Co:1jugatio_n...! C), and space - position ~ into -it (Pa~eration, P). Actually, this 
theorem is already known within the relativistic quantum-theories (even if there derived under the 
restrictions of local field theori es with the ~ual spin-statistics connection). 

Now, in 1964, at t he Brookhaven Natio~al Laboratory , while studyng the weak decays of 
the mesons K~ into two pions, a phenomenon h as been observed showing a violation of CP-inva
riance. 

We have seen that Relativity requires covariance only under CPT, a nd not under T(in fact, 
t he T -operation is not a s pace -time rotation). Thus , we ought not to wander about that violation 
of time-reversal symmet r y! How ever, let us rememb er t hat in classical and quantal macro-phy
sics irreversibility is essentially brought in by the fact that any macroscopical body is composed 
of a ve r y large number of micro-components. Therefore, if we - as a working hypothesis - extra
polate the validity of that statement also for quantum-microphysics, then the fact that some sub
-nuclear reactions (known as super -weak interactions) are not time - reversible, even at their ele 
ment~!):' level, could be explained in the following way. We could think tha t those "time-reversal ll 

Violating "elementary processes r: - as the above mentioned decays of K?L - are actually non - elementary(9); 
where "elementaryll means here "without parts I! and .rwithout inner structure ' ! (or without !..n~er
vention of inner structure in the considered process) . On the cO~ltrary, in those processes the 
-;;ry interior of the so-called "elementary" particles might be concerned, so that the T-cova
riance can result to J:>e violated. And such an "interior" sho'Jld consist of so many co~stituents 
as required for explaining the experimentally observed sma.!! time-irreversibility of super-weak 
processes. Roughly speaking , when the number of constituents is of the order of Avogadro's Num
ber (l023 ), then t he irreversibility is practically 10010; on the contrary, the constituents number 
in the case of super -weak interactio:ls should be evalu able from the fact that the irreversibility is 
only of the order(l9) of O. 3%. Let us call "partinos" such internal constituents of s ubnuclear par
ticles and possibly of quark~ themselves. As you see, one might der ive informations about the 
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structure of subnuc1ear particles just from considerations of time reversibility or irreversi
bilit/ 9 ). If any proton (and, more generally, any strongly hteracting particle) is constituted 
by leptons 0. e. by weakly-interacting particles, as electrons and neutrinos). then the number 
N of constituent leptons , or antileptons, should satisfy the relation(:t) (s = strong; \V .:; weak): 

(20) 

Si.nce the ratio a /0 is of the order of 10
13

, as we saw before , then it would follow: 
s \V 

N", 2000, 

so that the average mass of any bound lepton would come to be about the electron mass; and we 
could have an elementary picture of the reason why the strength of Its t rong interacUons it is 1013 

times the strength of IIweak interactions". 

-- - T o support this picture, let us moreover remember(+) that in nuclear physics the reac 

tions may be roughly divided into two classes. the fast processes (1. e . the direct reactions), in 
which essentially two particles - two nucleo!1s - come into the game; and the delaye~ ones (1. e . 
the I1compound-nucleus" reactio!1s)' to which all nucleus-par ticl es take part . Analogously, in 
sub-~cl~ar phys~s we meet fast processes (the strong I'eactions, as we know, which involve a 
few internal "degrees of f r eedom 11), and the slow ones (namely the weak reactions, as we saw), 
in which presumably a lot of intern al degrees-or-freedom are involvecH9) . 

Following a similar phylosophy, e. g. , Kreuzer and Kuper succeded in explainin g the T
-violating decay of the meson K~ (in to two pions) as due to the interaction of the sub - nuclear 
particle KZ. with a ter~dyna~ica~ bath of pions(20) . 

8. - ABOUT THE TWIN P ARADOX, 

Let us go back t o our cosmologi.cal model (Figs.3, 4). It is clear that every body (ever y 
gal axy, let us say), besides the "cosmologi cal motion" due to the expansio:1 o f the s phe r ical hy-
per surface representing the universe,will show, with respect to an observer , _also a Itlocal motion'l 
(1. e . a motion that the gala).), would keep even if we "froze ll the universe expansion). L et us 
assume - foll:nving Special Relativity (SR) - that , if O'Jr galaxy is an inertial frame, then we can
not determine its lta bsolute l1 state of motion. In fact, in our model (as well as in the hypotheses 
of SR) there is no privileged reference paint, and, chosen a particular inertial frame fo ,all the 
other inertial frames f will be equivalent(21), they being at rest or endowed with constant straigh t 
motion with respect to fa. In par ticular , in all inertial frames the observers will IImove in time ll 

with the same "speed" (by the way , the ~imal possible II speed ll
) . ---

However, we can realize if a frame is not inertial. F or instance, in a non - inertial 
frame the observer will IImove in time" (compare~vith the class of inertial fram~);ith a Slo 
wer "speed llJ This has been experimentally verified in t he following way. The (exper imentally 
checked)identity of inertial mass, entering Newto-:) 's fundamental law of Mechanics 

.... 
F 

d 
dt 

.... 
(rn v ), 

and of ~~~itatio':1al mass, entering e. g. the classical gravitation-l aw 

F = GmM ----
2 

r 

(*) In relation (20), quantities a and A are the typical "cross-sections" and "amplitudes", res 
pectively. 

(+) Cf. second ref. (31). 
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tells us that the B!.avitat ion field is equivalent to a (mechanical) acceleration -field. This is. rOu
ghly speaking, the IIEquivalence principle ll

, the starting point of General Relativity, 

And in 1960 Pound and Rebka(22) experimentally verifield that two clocks run with different 
speeds when s ubjected to different gravitational fields . Precisely, Pound and Rebka - by making recoll..!' 
se to the MClssbauer effect - revealed that ~he gamma rays present dlffer~nt frequencies (cf. Fig. 
10) when emitted by radioactive nuclei of the same element, but put at a different heigth in the Earth 

'B gravitational field . 

R 

FIG. 10 

In other words, a frame which undergoes acce 
lerations is physically diff~rent fro:n a frame whi
ch remained inertial; this difference manifests it
self in clocks having different speeds in the two 
frames. 

Let us explicity observe , however, that if we 
consider o:1ly inertial frames (always in .!;!..niform, 
stra ight relative-molio:1). t hen the lime dilatation 
predicted oy SR is obviously only a rel_ati~ effect, 
in the sense that each o'Jserver will deem the other 

observer's clock to go slower than his own. In SL<ch a case, comparing the two clock speeds has ~ 
(absolute) meani!,!g; in fact, t he two observers are una3le to meet each other twice, as necessary for 
comparing time-intervals "in an absolute way"(7) . 

On the contrary, let us consider two inertial observers °1,°2 , who meet each other once, at 
a cert ain poi.n t. Then, after some time, we make observer 02 to abando:1 his inertial motio!), to acc~ 
lerate and to go back towards °1, so that they meet a seco!1d time. If the two observers, on the first 
meeting,were the same age, then on the second meeting they will be differently aged: the younger one 
being the observer 02 who left the inertial motion; and the o lder one being the observer 0], who always 
remained inertial. 

This is the so-called twin-paradox, definitely sol ved since long. As we have seen, there is !!.'! 
paradox. When two twins separate, and then meet again, they will result differently aged on the 
second meeting onlY2.f_ they have undergone physically different experiences: for example, j[ 01 
remains in an inertial frame (and without gravitational fields acting on him), and on the contrar y 
02 accelerates (or is subjected to gravitational fields). 

From the formal viewpoint, calculations can be performed both within SR (since observer 
01 always remains inertial, and therefore may describe any process by SH), and within General 
Relativity (since observer 02 has to come back, and thus is an accelerating frame, well describa
ble in t h e General relativistic framework) : 

i) Within SH, it has been clearly shown, e. g. by Chevalier(23), the following. Let 01 remain iner
tial (and everything be refe:..'red to it); let moreover02 overtake 01 at 0, fly with speed +u from 0 to 
A (see Fig. 11) and then - abruptly acce-
lerating - fly back with speed -u from A 
to 0. The two time-durations, between 
the two meetings of 01, 02 at 0, measured 
in the two reference frames, will be con
nected each other through the formula 

(21 ) LIt =Llt ! I 
2 1 

where 

7 . 

• 

FIG. 

The ratio between the two times (or time-speeds!!), i. e . quantity 
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is directly due to (and £:'!!Y to) the acceleratio'1 of 02 at A . 

ii) Passing now to general relativity (GR.), and following e , g. Fock(24 ), we can again repeat that 
0:1 the two instants when 02 overtakes 01 (with speeds + u and -u, respectively), their two clocks 
can be directly compared, practically without any mediation of lightsigna\s, i. e. without any re
lativistic effect. In other \vords, reading time on two clocks at the same space-time point is an 
absolute , "objec:ive ll fact. There follows that all correct procedures must forward the same va
lues for .dt 1 and Lit 2, If we suppose, for simplicity J that we can calculate ds 2 by the so - called 
Ne.vto!1ia ·" a pproximation, then in the 01 rest - frame: 

T, 

where a and T ate the two clock - meeting in stants. Analogously, and still in the 01 rest-frame, 
it will be: 

(22,,-) 
1 
2 

c 

2 
(U + T)] d t , 

quantity U being - thanks to the "Principle of equivalence" - the gravitational potential corres 
ponding to the acceleration supported :,y 02 ·when turning his motion at A. Even without perfor 
rring the calculations , it is again immediately clear t ha t 

(23) 

so that time ran in 02 more slowly than in 01' 

Of CO'Jrse, even perfo::ming calculations in the 02 rest-frame we '1d get the same result , 
since we would ;1 ave nothinl, to do but evaluating the sarrie final integral (merely expressed in terms 
of different variables! )( 7,2 . 

Before going on, let us mentiop that, - after the discovery that universe is filled with 
a "[ossil ll radiation, cor responding to the emission of a 30 K black-body , and possibly a rem
nant of the big - bang initial explosion, - the philosophy that absolute reference frames can exist 
stal'ted growing up again in popularity . For instance, the absolute frame can be defined as the 
O'1e in which that 30 K radiation co~es from all space isotropic ally. It seems that t he Earth 
-,,-~~olu.!.<' speed might be(25) about 300 Km/s. 

9. - IS TIME CONTINUOUS OR DISCRETE? 

As far as we know, already during th e old civilization of India the idea spread over that 
time is a quantized - i. e . dis creJ:!. - quantity, constituted of indivisible "present moments". 
S'lbsequently, Greeks also about one century B . C. extended the atomistic theory to time, thus 
considered as discontinuo'.ls (every o':Jject was deemed to be a series of successive , instanta 
neO'lS "existences") . Later, the Arabs formulated a theory accordlng to which also space and 
time were made of "ato:nslr. In recent times, e. g. Heisenberg seriously advocated existence 
Of a fundamental length , A , and therefore of a fundamental time (the chronon): ,, = }. / c . 

The same philosophy we already expressed at the beginning, in our Sect. 2. Actually, 
present-time theoretical physicists show interest in the structure of "vacuum", or in a possible 
"lattice-structure" of spac e-time (following the modern , so-called "gauge theories" , or after 
the "non-Iocal" interactions and fields). Since we don't know if the fundamental length ). must be 
searched at the level either of 10 28 cm (universe radius). or of 10- 13 em (electron radius), or 
of 10- 33 em (General relativity cO'1stant), then we don rt know yet the possible value of the chronon . 
If we assumed A= 10- 13 em, then we'ld get 't = 10- 24s, whiCh is the characteristic time of the-

- . 
.J '1 
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fastect interactions, the ~~Eong O:1€S. But probably the value of orle IIstepll in the 1Itime-lattice" 
is much smaller (if it exists) , We previously mentioned anothel' view , according to which different 
chro'lo:1-values are needed at different levels of theoretical analysis. 

A different approach was followed by one of us(26) who - abandoning the "different equa 
tions", clearly suited only for the continuum theories - introduced a I!finite-difference lT equa tion 
for a subnudear particle like t he electron. In such a way the known paradoxical motion of a ra 
diati ng, {'lassical electron (pre-acceleration; run - away solutions etc.) are easily eliminated; 
and the ;l~ can be explained as being an excited slale of the electron( 27) , These results are 
obtained without recourse to a true space-time lattice, but merely quantizing the electron trajec
tory (for instance , here the chronon may depend o~ the characteristics of the particle considered). 
For an extensive discussion of some peculiar aspects of this theory, limited to the case of the 
classical radiating electron, let us quote ref. (28). Cf. also the first ref. (13). 

10. - TIME IN QUANTU~I - MECHANICS. 

Quantum theory taugth us - on the basis of a large experimental evidence - that the possi
ble output of measurements on micro-systems ar e , generally speaking , discrete (i . e . quantized) 
values. Standard quantum mechanics (Q. M. ), however, does not assume any discontinuity for ti 
me. Neverth eless, there are problems with the operator for time. 

Le t us remember th at , in Q. M. , a (mathematical) operator corres ponds to any quantity
- meac;urement. However for tim"=. d ifficulties are met , both in the relativistic (QFT) and non-re 
lativistics (Q. M. ) cases. 

A) In t he relativistic case(29) (Quantum field theory), the usual form for the space-time operator 

(24) xlL=ifi 
iJ 

iJ P I' 

is non- Hermitian , i. e. admits non - real, but com plex values. This fact itself can be interpreted 
in the following way; t he real parts give the average space-time position , and the imaginary parts 
the particle - spread around that "central II point. It therefore seems that in Relativity point - like 
chro!lotopical positions are meaningless (in fact, e . g. pair creation precludes a point - like space 
-time lo::alizati on). We are thus led to accept an extended-type localization(29) of sub-nuclear 
particles , both in space - time and in time. For instance, in the better known case of space - position, 
operator (24) can be split into its Hermitian part plus its anti - Hermitian part; ... ~ 

4 i11 iJ i 11 iJ _ il1 iJ+ 
x - ap ap + - - -= 2 2 iJp (25) -iJt <P :t 

1Jl" ~ 11'* iJ<p 1- <P iJ! -= or oP iJp 

Well, the Hermitian part can be easly shown to be nothing but the usual Newto:i-Wigner operator(30): 

..... :. i11 ii_ niJ i ----.E ___ 
(26-",) = i ap 2 iJp 2 ~2 + 2 c 2 p rno 

and the anti-Hermitian part will of course be: 

(26!» 
2 

"" -.E __ 

"i2 + m5 c2 
In other words, we are led once more by Relativity not only to an extended-type localiza 

tion in space and tim~,but even to a complex space - time. 
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B) In the non-I~elativistic cas~(31) the anti-Hermitian parts go to zero, a~d we can 
-like localizations. For time operators, we are left with the forms Oi'=aJ: 

(27) i -rl ...2...-aE ; or: 
il1 7! 
2 oE 

deal with point-

S:i.nce the latter' is not a standard operator (but a bilinear Itd e rivation 11( 29 1, let u s for sim plicity analy
ze the for l1!e r. It is llermitian and admits a priori real value s . Never theless variou s difficulties 
a l~e still present , due to the fact that (in the non -relativistic case) the functions F on which the ope 
rator f ~1 acts(31) can be functions only of the ~itive - va i lles of energy E; i. e. the Fis are de
fined only bver O ~ E.loo. This is analogous to the problem of considering the momentum Px =-i11 'lx 
for a particle confined in a semispace bound by a rigid wall, so that c ~ )C < 00. In this latter case, 
as well as in the former, the operators under exam are not self-adjoint (even if Hermitian). and 
do not admit true eigenfunctions and true eigenvalues. 

For that reason, in Q. M. , physicists remained with an operator for space - position but 
without a standal'd operator for time - positio!}. However, we have seen that operator t can really 
be adopted (eqs. (26)). since we are able to evaluate at least its mean values over the'i[;hysical 
states!T(~ave -packet~~) of th e co!}sidered particle. In conclusion , by oper;tor i we can derive the 
well - known Heisenberg !s "uncertainty correlation" 

(28) LI t . Ll E~ f./2 

connecting the error Llt necessarily made when measut'ing the time-position with the error Li E 
necessarily made wh en measuring t he energy of a particle. In particular a good energy determi 
na t ion requires(3l ) a large error in time (practically, requires a long duration of the measure 
ment - i nteraction itself) . 

In conclusion, let us observe the following. Statistical te r modynamics taught us t hat the 
macro-system becoming happens in the direction of increasing disorder, i. e. of increaSing en 
t r opy, as a total result . But this law does not say enough to us. In fact, the formation in the uni 
verse of galaxies and then of stars, or the formation on the Earth of cristals, tell us that nature 
has also a clear tendency to loca..!.!.t produce "organization" and "regions of order". 

S.i.nce from cristals we can ideally pass to viruses and to organic macro-molecules and 
then to living bodies, which in a sense are regions of highly ordered struY,tures, the abovemen
tioned tendency can possibly imply new la\'~.~, able to explain the phenomenon of life wit hin a 
Ilcorpus Tl of laws explaining coherently all nature phenomena. All these prabl,ems seem connec

ted with the arrow of time. 

. ... 
..J 'i 
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